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Abstract 
Brushless permanent magnet DC machines generate parasitic torque pulsation 
owing to distortion of the stator flus linkage distribution, variable magnetic 
reluctance at stator slots, and secondary phenomena. Pulsating torque minimization 
in brushless dc motors (BDCM) is essential in drives, where speed fluctuation, 
vibration, and noise should be minimized. In this paper, a study is done on the 
effect of the ratio of the input voltage T , " :  to input frequency "F' on the torque 
harmonics produced in two drive systems; the BDCM fed by square wavc invertcr: 
and the BDCM fed by PWM inverter. For each drive system, the ratio of V,/f at 
which minimum torque harmonics occur is deduced. A comparison is then done 
between this value of Vs/f in the two drive systems. Results showed that minimum 
torque harmonics take place at higher values of V,/f in the square-wave inverter-fed 
BDCM drive. Hence it is concluded that. at a given speed. lower torque harmonics 
occur at relativel!. higher values of load torque in the square-wave inverter-fcd 
BDCM drive. Tlvo fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) are designed for each drive 
system to control Vs/f, while keeping the motor current within limit. Smooth start- 
up speed and electromagnetic torque are obtained in both drive systems due to the 
use of FLC. 

List of Symbols 
P : the number of pole pairs 
TL : the load torque (N.m.) 
B : the damping coefficient(N.m./rad./sec.) 
or : the rotor speed (radhec.) 
J : the moment of inertia(N.m./rad./sec2.) 
r,: stator resistance (ohm) 
is : stator current(amp) 
V, : motor input ac voltage (vollt) 
f : inverter frequency (Hz.) 
\v,: stator flus linkage (~veb) 
T,,, : hndamcntal electromagnetic torquc (N.111.) 
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With the recent increasing demand of high-performancc permanent magbet 
brushless dc motors (BDCM), it is important to evaluatc and reduce torque ripples. 
These ripples are responsible for irregularities of speed, which can be compensated 
only to a certain extent by means of speed control. There are three main sources of 
torque production in BDCM, i.e. cogging torque, reluctance torque, and mutual 
torque. Cogging torque is generated by the int'eraction of rotor magnetic flux and 
angular variation in stator magnetic'reluctance. Reluctance torque results from the 
interaction of the current mmf with the angular variation in the rotor magnetic 
reluctance., Mutual torque results from the mutual coupling between the stator 
winding current and the rotor magnetic field. A deal of study has been 
devoted to identifying and minimization of torque ripples 111-[6]. One ,of the 
approaches used to cancel the pulsating torque components is td use programmed 
escitation waveforms for the phase currents [I]. This apprqach assukes ..that 
,suficient information is available about the pulsating torque characteristics of the 
specific PM machine to derive the neccssan cscitation current waveforms to 
achieve the desired cancellation. In reference [2], a complex Fourier series 
decomposition ivas used to find a closed form solution for current harmonics that 
eliminate torque ripples. In references 13-51. various estimation and observer 
techniques for torquc and flus have been proposed to generate the ncccssan 
fcedback signals for suppressing the pulsating torque components. However, flus 
estimation algorithm still depends on pre-knowledge of motor resistances and 
inductances, as n.ell as the torquc constant. which are scnsitive to changes in motor 
temperature. A technique for commutation torque minimization is described in 
reference 1-61? where PWM escitation pulses are introduced during intervals when 
each motor phase would nornlally be unexcited. This technique suffers from the 
fact that they are open loop in nature. requiring customized tuning for each sct of 
machine parameters. 
In this paper, a study is done on the effect of the ratio of i n p ~ ~ t  voltage V, : to input 
frequency "f' on the torque harmonics produced in two BDCM drive systems. Thc 
first drive is a BDCM fed by square- wave voltage-source inverter. The sccond 
drive is a BDCM fed by a current-regulated voltage-source PWM inverter. For each 
drive system the ratio of V,/f at which minimum torque harmonics occur (V,/f),,, is 
dcduced. A comparison is then done betwecn (VJf),, in the two drive systems. The 
torque spectrum for variablc VJf ratio is plotted as a percentage from the 
fimdamental electromagnetic torque. to set a basis for comparison. Results showcd 
that n~inin~um torque harmonics take placc at highcr valucs of (Vi/f),,, in thc 
squarc-wavc invcrter-fed BDCM dri\,e. This rcsult indicates that.' at a certain 
refcrcncc speed, lower electromagnetic torque harn~onics occur at relatively higher 
values of load torque in the square-wave inverter-fed BDCM drive. This means that 
for the square-wave inverter-fed BDCM drive better performance is obtained at 
high load torque, while for the PWM inverter-fed BDCM better performance is 
obtained at relatively lower values of load torque. Two hzzy logic controllcrs 
(FLC) are designed for each drive sj.stem to control Vs/f , \vhile keeping the motor 
cr~rrent within limit. Smooth start-up speed and electromagnetic torque arc obtaincd 
in both drives systems due to thc use of FLC. 



LI. Svstem Description 
Two drive systems employing permanent magnet brushless dc motors 'BDCM' are 
investigated. In the first system, a square-wave voltage-source inverter, whose dc 
input is supplied from a Cuk converter. feeds the BDCM. The Cuk converter dc 
voltage and the inverter frequency are controlled via two fuzzy logic (FL) 
controllers. In the second system a current regulated voltage source PWM inverter 
whose dc input is supplied from a Cuk converter feeds the BDCM. The modulation 
ratio and the modulation index of the PWM inverter are varied using two fuzzy 
logic (FL) controllers. The controllers are also responsible for adjusting the input 
current to be within the rated value of the BDCM, at different values of load torque. 

111. Mathematical Model of Brushless DC Machine (BDCM) 
In the stationaq reference frame (denoted by the s~~perscript "s", the voltage 
equation of the stator winding of a salient- pole BDCM is given in space vector 
notation as follows 171: 
V"= r, iss + d Y" /dz ( 1 )  
where, 
V" is the stator voltage, i" is the stator current, r, is the winding resistance, and Y', 
is the stator fluslinkage, z = a, t, andw, is the angular stator frequency. 
The stator flus linkage is composed of a contribution from the stator current, and of 
the component Y, ,- relating to the permanent magnet field of the rotor: 
Y"= L" ((6 * isi + YS, f (6) (2) 
and the saliency of the rotor is expressed by the inductancc matrix given as: 

0.5(L,, + L,) + 0.5(L, - L,)cos(26) 0.5(Ld + L,)sin(26) 
I," = 

O.5(Ld + L, )sin(26) 0 5(L, + Lq ) + 0.5(Ld - L,, )cos(2S) 

This matris reflects the influence of thc d-axis inductance Ld and the q-asis 
inductance L, in the stator as a function of the angular rotor position 6. 
From equations ( 1 ) -(3), the voltage equation becomes: 
V"= r, i\ ,i- d (Lss * iss )Id z+ d Y", ((6)Idz (4) 
In order to decouple the variables and sin~plifi the equations. thc rotor -fixed 
refcrencc frame is used. Thc coordillatc transforniation lmds to thc follo\\.ing 
equation removing the supcrscript 3":  
rs* di, /dr+ is = -j o rs* is -Ij oY, + o d(Ys ,. (6)/d6)]/ r, + V,/r, ( 5 )  
The term -j w t,*i, indicates that the stator winding rotates at the angular velocity - 
o against the reference framc. The stator time constant is espressed by: 
T,= L, / r, (6) 

wherc, 

is the matris of the stator inductance in rotor coordinates. It is obtained by using the 
transfom~ation matrix: 

Thc magnet-induced back EMF in  cq. ( 5 )  is 
V, = -.j WY,, + 01 d(Y,, (6)/d6)1= V,,  + V,b 



1 he tirst term m (9) is Me mdamentaI back-klur component v il wmcn is augnea 
with the q-axis, and its magnitude is proportional to the &lar velocity W. The 
second term describes the variation of the flux linkage Y, with the rotor position 
angle 6. This variation is zero in rotor coordinates if the spatial distribution of the 
permanent magnet flux linkage is sinusoidal. In a real PM machine, the flux 
density dstribution is approximately rectangular, hence this term exists defining 
the space vector of the back EMF harmonics in the stator winding. 
The electromagnetic torque generated by the fundamental distributions is expressed 
as : 
T,, = p, xi,] = [(L, * is + Y3 x is] (10) 
The torque contribution of the flux linkage harmonics is derived from the 
equivalence of electrical and mechanical power as: 
Th( 6)= (V,h . is)/ w (1 1) 
The mechanical system dynamics is described by the following equation of motion: 
d ~ / d t  = [Tea + Th( 6) + Tsh( 6) - TL -Bw]/ J (12) 

where, Teo is the fimdamental electromagnetic torque, Th( 6 )  is the harmonic torque 
caused by non-sinusoidal flux linkage distribution, Tsh( 6) is the torque due to stator 
slotting (cogging torque), and TL is the load torque. 

1V.BDCM Characteristics with Square-Wave Voltape Source Inverter 
In this case the machine is fed with square-wave voltage whose magnitude and 
frequency could be varied independently. Using Fourier series, the input voltage 
waveform can be represented as follows: 

m 

V, (wt) = (a, cosnwt + b, sin m t )  
n.-1 

(13) 

Assuming the input voltage waveform is half-wave symmetrical, and that the stator 
winding is star connected without ne~~tral, a, and bn are given by[8]: 
an = O (14) 
b, = C (4 Vd/n~) cos n d 6  (15) 

. n=1,5,7,.. 
where Vd is the magnitude of the dc input voltage and n is the order of harmonic, 
n = 6k+l for positive sequence harmonics, n=6k-1 for negative sequence 
harmonics, and k=O, 1,2,3,. . .The pulsating torque is produced by the interaction of 
flux harmonics with current harmonics of different order. 
From equations (1) through (15) the torque harmonics of the square wave inverter- 
fed BDCM.are derived. 

(i) Torque harmonics at constant input voltage and variable input 
frequency 

In this study, the converter voltage is kept constant at its rated value., while the 
inverter frequency is varied. Thq torque spectrum for variable VJf ratio is plotted as 
a percentage from the fimdamental electromagnetic torque, to set a basis for 
comparing between torque harmonics at different loading conditions. The torque 
harmonics magnitude relative to the fundamental electromagnetic torque magnitude 
at VJf values of 2.2,4.4, and 5. are shown in Fig.(l). From this plot it is clear that 
minimum torque harmonics occurred at VJf equals 2.2. 



(ii) Torque harmonics at variable input voltage and variable input 
frequency 

In this study both the input voltage V, and the inverter frequency fare  varied. The 
torque harmonics magnitude as a percentage from the hndamental electromagnetic 
torque magnitude are calculated at two values of V, If for each inverter frequency 
(100Hz., 75Hz. 50Hz. 45Hz, and 40Hz). The results are plotted in Figures (2)-(6) 
respectively. The plotted harmonic spectrum shows that minimum magnitude of 
electromagnetic torque harmonics is obtained at VJf equals 2.2 for all frequencics. 
Thesc results prove that minimum magnitude of torque harmonics takes place at the 
same value of Vs/f for all speeds. According to this analysis, it is concluded that for 
a specific BDCM; minimum torque ham~onics are obtained at a single value for 
V$f. 
It is worth mentioning that testing torque harmonics at values of Vs/f lower than 2.1 
led to failure in the drive performance. Also values of V,/f higher than 5 may cause 
saturation. 
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Fig. (l).Torque Harmonic Spectrum at Rated Input Voltage and Variable Inverter 
Frequency 
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Fig.(2).Torque Harmonic Spectrum at Two Values of Vs/f for f-100Hz. 



Fig.(3).Torque Harmonic Spectrum at Two Values of VJf for f-75Hz 
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Fig.(4).Torque Harmonic Spectrum at Two Values of V,/f for f=SOHz 
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Fig.(5).Torque Hannonic Spectrum at Two Values of V,/f for f= 45Hz 
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Fig.(6).Torque Harmonic Spectrum at Two Values of V,/f for f= 40 Hz 

f i i i )  Amlied Fuzzy Logic Controllers 

Fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) are known by their insensitivity to parameter 
variation. as well as their abilit!. of smooth starting of elcctric drives 191. Thcsc 
advantages arc highly required for the BDCM driven b\. the square-wave voltage 
-source inverter. Hence two fuzzy logic controllers are designed to control the 
convcrtcr voltage and inverter frequency with a control scheme shown in Fig. (7). In 
this control scheme, the d-q current components, after limiting to rated valuc. arc 
used to calculate the torque and compare it with the torque command. The first 
controller (FLC,) adjusts the dc voltage of the Cuk converter. The inputs to FLC, are 
the speed error and the change in the speed error. The output of FLCl is adjusted to 
produce the duty cycle of the Cuk converter. The second controller (FLC?) adjusts 
the frequency of the inverter whilc regulating the input BDCM currents. The inputs 
to FLC. are the torque conmand error. and the output of FLC, after tunning, to be 
indicative of the emf voltage. The output is tuned to adjust the inverter frequent!,. 
In order to apply the fuzzy logic controllers for achieving the goal of minimum 
clcctronlagnetic torque harmonics at a given load. a lookup table is first composed to 
rclatc thc valuc of input voltage \vith the inverter frequency to get (V,/f),,, at which 
minimum harmonics occur. These results arc obtained from si~nulating the BDCM, 
(parameters givcn in Appendix) nithin the allonable values of load torque and 
speed rangc. From thcsc rcsults. thc rules rclating thc input and output variables of 
FLC, to achieve the goal of minimuni torquc harmonic nithin the operation range 
considered, taking the current limit into consideration. are concluded as given in 
Table I. While those relating inputs with output of FLC; are given in Table 11. Seven 
triangular membership filnctions are chosen for the inputs and outputs of FLCI, 
while five triangular membership fi1nctions are chosen for the inputs and outputs of 
FLC2. The linguistic variables of thesc fi~nctions are defined as: 

hn ( high negative), inn (meduim negative), 111 (lo\\.- ncgative).ze(zcro). lp(lon. 
positive), mp (meduim positive), and hp(high positive). 



The speed and electromagnet~c torque at start-up for the FL-controlled BUCM fed 
by square-wave inverter are shown in Fig.@). The motor reaches steady state 
slowly due to applying rated load at starting. 

Table I 
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Fig.(7) Control Scheme of Square Wave Invcrtcr-Fed BDCM 
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Fig.(8) Speed and Electromagnetic Torque at Startup for the BDCM Fed by Square- 

Wave Inverter 

Iv).BDCM Characteristics with PWM Voltage Source Inverter 
The dc power available at the converter output is filtered and converted to ac power 
using a current regulated voltage source PWM inverter.The inverter output consists 
of sinusoidally modulated train of carrier pulses, both edges of which are 
modulated such that the average voltage difference between any two of the 3-phase 
output varies sinusoidally. Varying the dc side voltage of the PWM inverter leads 
to an inverter topology with hybrid characteristics of current and voltage source 
configurations. The sawtooth frequency is kept constant at 1 KHz. This low 
sawtooth frequency is chosen to reduce the switching losses in the MOSFETs used 
to build the PWM inverter. Also since the BDCM rating is less than 1 KW, hgh 
inverter losses will severely affect the system efficiency.The nth harmonic 
component of the modulated phase voltage, as given by Fourier analysis, is: . 

'riphare = *z+ cos(n e , ,  - ~y~~ sin(@,,,)) - cos(n Q ~ , ~  - nMym sin(@,,, )) 
2nn ,=, 

+ cos(nB,, - nMy,,, sin(Q,,,)) - cos(ne,,, - nkIym, sin(Q,,,)) 

Where Vd is the input dc voltage, M is the modulation index, n is the harmonic 
number, r is the modulation ratio, y is the maximum displacement of the edge, and 

, e2 ,k  , and 03,k are defined as: 
= (2k-2)*dr; 02,k = (2k-1)*7~/r; e 3 , k  = 2kSn/r 

li)Torque harmonics at variable VJf ratio 
In this study the modulation index of the PWM inverter is changed hence changing 
the average voltage input to the BDCM and the input frequency, i.e. changing the 
ratio of average output inverter voltage to inverter frequency. The spectrum of the 
electromagnetic torque harmonics magnitude relative to the fimdarnental 
electromagnetic torque magnitude at different values of VJf are shown in figures 
(9) (10) and (1 1) for clearer view. Figure (9) shows the harmonic spectrum for three 



values of V,A; namely, 4.4. 2.2.  and I .8.  Figure ( IU)  shows the Ilamlonlc spectrum 
for Vs/f values of 1.65.1.5 and 1 . 1 .  Figure ( I  1) shows the harmonic spectrum for 
V,/f values of 1, 0.88,0.66, and 0.44. Comparing these three figures shows that the 
magnitude of electromagnetic torque harmonics is minimum at VpJf equals 0.44. 
Lower values of V$f led to unstable operation of the drive. 
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Fig.(9) Torque Hannonic Spectrum at High Values of Vs/f for PWM Inverter Fed 
BDCM 
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Fig.(10) Torquc Hannonic Spcctrunl at Lowcr Values of V,/f for PWM Invcrter 
Fcd BDCM 
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Flg.(ll) Torquc Harnionic Spcctrunl at Lovest Valucs of VJf for PWM In\ertcr 
Fed BDCM 



(ii) Applied Fuzzy Logic Controllers 
A similar control scheme as designed in the case of square-wave inverter fed 
BDCM is applied to the PWM inverter fed BDCM, as shown in Fig.(l2). A lookup 
table is first composed to relate the value of input voltage with the inverter 
frequency to get Vs/f at which mininwm harmonics occur It differs fiom the lookup 
table of the of square-wave inverter fed BDCM due to the different values of Vslf 
at which minimum harmonic torque occur. The lookup table is composed 
depending on simulation results described in previous sections and given in Table 
I11 for both FLC, and FLC:! . where the five, previously described triangular 
membership functions are chosen for the inputs and outputs of FLCl and FLC.. The 
output of FLC:! is compared with the sawtooth carrier frequency and output gives 
the three phase pulses of PWM inverter 

Fig.( 12) Control Scheme of Current-Rcgulatcd Voltage Sourcc PWM Inverter-Fed 
BDCM 

Tablc 111 

Error 

Thc starting torque characteristics for this optimum ratio of Vlf is sho\vn in 
Figs.(l3). whcrc smooth steady state torquc is reachcd within reasonable time. 
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Fig.(l3) Starting Torque of PWM Fed BDCM 

V1.Comparison Between Vs/f - for  the  two Drive Systems 

To conclude the operating conditions that lead to minimum electronlagnetic torque 
harmonics for thc two studied drive systems, a conlparison is done between the 
values of (V,/f),, that leads to minimum harmonics in both systems. Comparing 
figure (1) with figure (9) shows that at Vs/f = 4.4, torque harmonics are higher in 
the PWM inverter-fed BDCM. While comparing figure. (1) with figure (1 1) shows 
that operation of the PWM inverter fed BDCM is possible at values of VJf much 
lower than the square wave inverter fed BDCM. It is also concluded that there is a 
lower limit for V,/f below which unstable operation of the drives occur. This lower 
limit is found to be 2.2 for the square wave inverter fed BDCM. while it equals 
0.44 for the PWM inverter fed BDCM. Hcnce it is recommendable to operate the 
square wave inverter fed BDCM at higher load torque than the operating load 
torque of the PWM inverter fed BDCM. 

In this paper, the electromagnetic torque harmonics generated in two systems of 
BDCM drives are studied and compared. The first system is a BDCM drive fed by 
square- wavc voltage source inverter while thc second system is a BDCM drivc fed 
by a voltage source PWM inverter. The study aimed at finding the ratio of average 
input voltage to input frequency that leads to minmum electromagnetic torque 
ham~onics. The harmonics are calculated as a ratio to the fundamental torque 
magnitude to put a base for comparison between the operating conditions ofthe 
two drive systems.. For the square-wave inverter fed BDCM it is concluded that 
reasonable operation range of the drive is within 2.1< V,/f < 4.4, and minimum 
clectromagnetic torque harmonics occur at Vs/f =2.2 at all speeds. For the PWM 
inverter fed BDCM, lower values of Vs/f at which minimum electromagnetic torquc 
harmonics occur were possiblc. Also thc range of reasonable operation is ~vider 
\\.hcrc Vs/f ranged from 0.44 to 4.4. 



It is also concluded that it is recommendable to operate the square wave inverter 
fed BDCM at relatively high load torque as compared to the operating load torque 
of the PWM inverter fed BDCM. 
For each system two Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLC) are designed to achieve the 
goal of minmum electromagnetic torque harmonics at different values of load 
torque. Lookup tables are concluded from the simulation results and used to design 
the filzzy logic controllers. The main benefit of FLC is the insensitivity to 
parameter variations and the easiness of implementation. 
The starting torque is presented for each system, showing smooth starting in both 
BDCM dnvcs. These characteristics also provc the high performance of the 
deslgned filzz) logic controllers for both systems. 
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Appendix 
Rated powcr=800 W Rated spced = 1500 rpin 
No. of Pole=4: LC,= 0.61nlH: J=2 * I O - ~ K ~ . ~ ?  
~ 0 . 1 7 5  Wb: r,=90 ohm: LC, =0.24mH 
Cuk converter Capacitor= 480 pf Ciik converter frequency = I  SKHz 




